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Cis-elements of protein transport to the plant vacuoles
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Abstract plast is required for the turgor pressure. Vacuoles store
proteins, polysaccharides, organic acids, and pigments.

Vacuolar proteins are synthesized and translocated
Detoxified compounds are deposited in vacuoles, but also

into the endoplasmic reticulum and transported to the
precursors of toxic compounds needed for defence (Wink,vacuoles through the secretory pathway. Three differ-
1993). The vacuoles belong to the secretory pathway, sinceent types of vacuolar sorting signals have been identi-
they are derived from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER),fied, carried by N- or C-terminal propeptides or internal
where both its soluble and tonoplast proteins are synthe-sequences. These signals are needed to target pro-
sized. The soluble proteins of the secretory pathway requireteins to the different types of vacuoles that can coexist
a signal sequence for synthesis by membrane-bound ribo-in a single plant cell. A conserved motif (NPIXL or
somes on the ER. After the protein entered the ER, itsNPIR) was identified within N-terminal propeptides, but
signal sequence is removed and the protein is released intocan also function in a C-terminal propeptide and tar-
the ER lumen. Membrane proteins are similarly insertedgets proteins in a receptor-mediated manner to a lytic
into the ER membrane. These proteins are exported fromvacuole. Binding to a family of putative sorting recep-
the ER and targeted to their final destinations by vesiculartors for sequence-specific vacuolar sorting signals has
transport. The final location depends on targeting informa-been used as an assay to identify further peptides with
tion within the polypeptides (Höfte et al., 1991). This reviewother binding motifs. No motif was found in C-terminal
will focus on the structural determinants that are requiredsorting sequences, which need an accessible ter-
for the sorting of vacuolar protein precursors and for theirminus, suggesting that they are recognized from the
transport to the final compartment. The identification ofend by a still unknown receptor. The phosphatidylinos-
three different types of sorting signals will be linked to theitol kinase inhibitor wortmannin differentially affects
recent visualization of different vacuolar compartmentssorting mediated by these two sorting sequences, sug-
within a single plant cell and to the differential effect of thegesting different sorting mechanisms. Less is known
lipid kinase inhibitor, wortmannin, on the sorting of twoabout sorting mediated by internal protein sequences,
different vacuolar proteins. There will be a short discussionwhich do not contain the conserved motif identified in

N-terminal propeptides and may function by aggrega- of tonoplast protein sorting, for which there is only scant
tion, leading to transport by coat-less dense vesicles information.
to protein storage vacuoles. Even less is known about
the sorting of tonoplast proteins, for which several

Targeting of soluble proteins to a vacuole requiressorting systems will also be needed.
specific peptide information
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For the secretory pathways of animals the concept of aplast, sorting receptor.
default pathway of secretion has been proposed.
According to this ‘bulk-flow’ model, any soluble protein

Introduction cotranslationally transported into the ER will be carried
passively to the Golgi and from there to the surface ofThe plant cells possess one or several vacuoles that fulfil

various functions. Transport of solutes through the tono- the cell and will eventually be released into the extracellu-
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lar medium unless it carries sorting signals (Rothman Melchers et al., 1993). The C-terminal targeting propep-
tides of cereal lectins and the N-terminal propeptide ofand Wieland, 1996). These sorting signals will cause a

receptor-mediated accumulation in transport carrier ves- sporamin were identified by comparison of the precursor
polypeptide with the mature protein (Matsuoka andicles. This model applies both to the lysosomal targeting

by mannose-6-phosphate receptors and to the recycling Nakamura, 1991; Dombrowski et al., 1993; Saalbach
et al., 1996). The N-terminal targeting propeptide ofof escaped ER-resident proteins. In the ER itself, sorting

signals may contribute both to the specific concentration aleurain was identified by comparison with the very
different propeptide of a related secreted proteaseof secreted proteins in COPII vesicles and cause the

exclusion of ER-resident proteins from such carriers (Holwerda et al., 1992). One internal targeting sequence
was tentatively located in bean phytohaemagglutinin by(Balch and Farquhar, 1995; Bannykh and Balch, 1997).

Essentially, every transport step involving the formation fusion to invertase of a series of truncated polypeptides
(von Schaewen and Chrispeels, 1993).of specific (coated) vesicles can be expected to cause the

concentration of some proteins and the exclusion of The sequence requirement for the vacuolar sorting
signals found in the propeptides were determined byothers. The concept of a default pathway is more suitable

for transport steps involving larger compartments, as in deletion and mutation, fusion to reporter proteins and
comparison of the sequences. Some of these signals werethe cisternal maturation model of Golgi transport. This

model supported by the direct observation of scale mat- also characterized by other criteria, such as the affinity
to a putative sorting receptor or the sensitivity of targetinguration in algae (Becker and Melkonian, 1996), and also

the visualization of protein-GFP transport in animal cells to the compound wortmannin in tobacco BY-2 cells.
Based on these results, it is possible to distinguish three(Lippincott-Schwartz and Smith, 1997). There is also a

default pathway at single branch points, where a domin- types of vacuolar sorting signals, corresponding probably
to three different sorting systems. (1) Sequence-specificant sorting signal determines the fate of a protein. This

is the case for the lysosomal sorting of soluble proteins VSS (ssVSS) can be located in N- or C-terminal propep-
tides as well as within mature proteins, contain conservedcarrying a mannose-6-phosphate in animal cells and for

soluble vacuolar proteins carrying a specific propeptide motifs and bind to one or several members of the putative
vacuolar sorting receptors (VSR). Their sorting occursin yeast (Horazdovsky et al., 1995). It also applies to

plant vacuolar proteins for which such dominant signals by means of clathrin-coated vesicles and is insensitive to
wortmannin. (2) C-terminal VSS (ctVSS) with lowhave been identified.

Several plant vacuolar proteins have been analysed and sequence specificity must be located at the very end of
the polypeptide. Their sorting is sensitive to wortmannin.in most cases specific determinants were necessary for

proper targeting. When these determinants were deleted (3) Protein structure-dependent VSS (psVSS) may be
determinants of aggregation and mediate transport toor mutated, the proteins were secreted into the extracellu-

lar space. The determinants could be fused to secreted vacuoles by means of dense vesicles.
proteins, transforming them into vacuolar proteins, con-
firming that secretion is a default pathway for soluble Sequence-specific vacuolar sorting signals
proteins and that vacuolar sorting signals are dominant (ssVSS)
determinants of protein localization. In all cases analysed
the vacuolar sorting signal was found in the polypeptide To date, sorting signals have been extensively studied in

the N-terminal propeptides (NTPPs) of sweet potatosequence itself. Glycan side-chains did not contribute to
the targeting, in contrast to lysosomal proteins in mam- sporamin and barley aleurain (Matsuoka and Nakamura,

1991; Holwerda et al., 1992). These NTPPs contain amalian cells (Sonnewald et al., 1990; Wilkins et al., 1990).
common sequence NPIRL/P, which can also be found in
the NTPPs of proteins related to either of these twoThree different types of vacuolar sorting signals
proteins, the Kunitz-type protease inhibitors of potato(VSS) have been identified
tuber (Ishikawa et al., 1994) and the family of plant
vacuolar proteases, respectively (Fig. 1). Most potatoMany of the vacuolar sorting signals were found in N-

or C-terminal propeptides, but not all propeptides of protease inhibitors also have a similar motif NPLDV
close to their C-terminus.vacuolar proteins contain targeting information. In this

case, or in vacuolar proteins lacking propeptides, the Although the deletion analysis indicated that the region
of the NPIRL/P motif is critical for its functiontargeting information must be present within the mature

polypeptide chain. (Holwerda et al., 1992; Nakamura et al., 1993), a strict
conservation of these amino acids may not be essentialThe C-terminal targeting propeptides of chitinases,

glucanases or osmotins were identified by comparison of to constitute the vacuolar sorting signal. Detailed muta-
tion analysis of this region in sporamin was carried outpredicted protein sequences with those of related secreted

proteins (Neuhaus et al., 1991; Sticher et al., 1992; by replacing each of the five amino acids of the motif by
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Fig. 1. Comparison of sequence-specific vacuolar sorting sequences (ssVSS) within precursors of vacuolar proteins. Sequences identified by binding
in vitro to a BP-80 protein are underlined. The conserved NPIXL or NPIR motif is indicated in bold. The conserved NLPS motif is indicated in
italics. Processing sites of the propeptides are indicated by |.

at least ten different amino acids and expressing the tor of 80 kDa (BP-80) by affinity chromatography on a
column with a coupled aleurain VSS peptide ( Kirschsubstitution mutants in tobacco BY-2 cells ( K Matsuoka

and K Nakamura, unpublished results). Based on this et al., 1994) allowed the testing of potential VSS-con-
taining peptides for their affinity to this sorting system,analysis, the following properties of amino acids are

required to constitute the VSS: the first amino acid (N in which were comparable to the results discussed above for
sporamin. Binding of an 80 kDa protein from the samesporamin) should not be small and hydrophobic (A or

V ). The second position (P) may not be acidic, since E pea extract strongly enriched in clathrin-coated vesicles
was the criterion ( Kirsch et al., 1996). In this system,and D cannot substitute for P without decreasing the

sorting efficiency. The large and hydrophobic alkyl chain binding was found with the VSS of aleurain but not with
the propeptide of the related secreted endopeptidase. Theof the third position (I ) is essential. This isoleucine can

only be changed to leucine without losing the VSS func- propeptide of sporamin also bound, while the propeptide
of barley lectin did not bind, as expected. Single andtion. Substitution with V or M decreased the sorting

efficiency by about 50%, and F or any other tested amino double replacements confirmed the importance of Ile
within the VSS of sporamin. Its replacement by a Glyacids caused almost complete secretion of sporamin. The

fourth position (R) can be any amino acid, and this abolished binding, while substitution by a Met had no
effect. Another 22 residue long peptide, derived from theamino acid is not conserved in the NTPPs of potato

protease inhibitors. The fifth position (L in the case of C-terminus of the precursor of the 2S albumin from
Brazil nut (Saalbach et al., 1996), was also found to bindsporamin and potato protease inhibitors and P in aleu-

rain) should contain a bulky and preferably hydrophobic a BP-80. Progressive deletions from the N-terminus
caused progressive loss, but then recovery of a BP-80side-chain, because the exchange with G, A or S abolished

vacuolar targeting completely. Thus, many sequences that binding for an 11 amino acids long peptide containing
the terminal nine amino acids. These nine terminal aminodo not fit the strict NPIRL/P sequence can function as

vacuolar sorting signals, although the signal should con- acids did not contain a NPIRP/L sequence, though they
contained a ProMet and an Ile that could be involved intain one core L or I. In aleurain, the sorting efficiency

depends not only on the NPIRP sequence, but also on binding to the receptor. On the other hand, deletion of
the four last amino acids (IAGF ), which correspondedwhole or part of the upstream and downstream flanking

sequences (Fig. 1; Holwerda and Rogers, 1993). to the propeptide of this 2S albumin, abolished binding.
This propeptide has been found to be necessary, thoughThe identification of a putative vacuolar sorting recep-
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not sufficient, for vacuolar targeting in vivo (Saalbach specific VSSs to be included within an N-terminal propep-
tide. The targeting of sporamin to the vacuole was correctet al., 1996). It is also not excluded that different peptides

bind different proteins of similar molecular weight, e.g. even when the N-terminal propeptide was moved to a
C-terminal position ( Koide et al., 1997). Some proteinsdifferent isoforms of BP-80 that are known from different

cDNA clones (Paris et al., 1997). Preliminary results without propeptides may thus turn out to harbour their
VSS within the mature polypeptide.seem to indicate that one peptide can deplete the extract

from the protein that would bind another unrelated Transport to the vacuole of proteins with a ssVSS was
found to be relatively resistant to wortmannin in tobaccopeptide. The peptides may also have widely different

affinities not detected in this assay system, but at least BY-2 cells, compared with another group of vacuolar
proteins described below (Matsuoka et al., 1995).the aleurain peptide was found to have a much higher

affinity for BP-80 than the sporamin peptide ( Kirsch
et al., 1994). C-terminal vacuolar sorting signals (ctVSS)

In a similar work with extracts of vesicles from pump-
kin, binding of a 72 and an 82 kDa protein (PV72 and Vacuolar proteins with a C-terminal propeptide were

secreted when tobacco BY-2 cells were treated with wort-PV82) was observed to the aleurain peptide as well as to
two peptides derived from the pro-2S albumin from mannin. This indicates a biochemical difference between

two sorting systems and may be used as a diagnostic testpumpkin itself (Shimada et al., 1997). One peptide
included an internal propeptide while the other included for the type of VSS. However, the differential sensitivity

to wortmannin of ssVSS and ctVSS can be observed inthe C-terminal region of the precursor. Binding to the
internal peptide was traced down to a region containing BY-2 cells, but not in many other plant cells where

wortmannin caused secretion of both protein groups at aa processing site (MRGIEN|PWRREG), and a glycine
scan identified two important residues, the R and E lower concentration (1 mM instead of 10–33 mM). The

different levels of phosphatidylinositol (PI ) 3-kinase activ-indicated in bold. Since this region is exposed on the
surface of the albumin precursor, as evidenced by the ity may explain this difference. In BY-2 cells at log phase,

PI 3-kinase activity was very high and the synthesis of PIprocessing site, it is quite possible that it is a VSS in vivo.
The C-terminal peptide ( KARNLPSMCGIRPQRCDF) 3-phosphate was not inhibited completely with relatively

high concentrations of wortmannin (Matsuoka et al.,contains an NLPS motif conserved in 2S albumins of
other species (at the homologous position in castor bean 1995). By contrast, many plant cells and tissues express

very low levels of PI 3-kinase activity and most of theseand Brazil nut, but positioned further C-terminally in
Arabidopsis). Replacement of the four residues by GGGG activities are inhibited at lower concentrations of wort-

mannin ( K Matsuoka, unpublished result).abolished the binding. Thus NLPS could still be another
motif recognized by proteins of the BP-80 family (or By contrast with the sequence-specific VSSs, no

common motif was found in the vacuolar sorting signalsVSR, Paris et al., 1997). It is also present in the
N-terminal propeptides of several potato proteinase inhib- identified in the C-terminal propeptides of chitinases or

cereal lectins. Several different segments of the barleyitors related to sporamin, linked to the NPI sequence
(NPINLPS, Ishikawa et al., 1994). It could also be an lectin propeptide were each functional in vivo. A minimum

length of three (!) residues still caused predominantlyindication that the receptor can bind I/L-containing pep-
tides in both orientations. Again, as for the Brazil nut vacuolar localization of the lectin in tobacco and four

Ala were as effective as LLVD or PIRP, but four Glu,albumin, the binding affinity of the pumpkin 2S albumin
peptide is unknown and the relevance of this result is four Lys or four Gly were ineffective (Dombrowski et al.,

1993). Similarly, in the tobacco chitinase A, six residuesunclear as long as the motifs have not been shown to be
involved in vacuolar sorting of complete proteins in vivo. were sufficient, many single replacements had little effect

and several random sequences could also function asOn the other hand, a peptide representing the 17
C-terminal amino acids of the pro-2S albumin from vacuolar sorting signals (Neuhaus et al., 1994).

Importantly, rendering the sequence more hydrophilic orArabidopsis, including a motif NIPS, was reported not to
have bound a BP-80 ( Kirsch et al., 1996). more hydrophobic did not strongly affect the sorting

efficiency.While the mutation analysis only detected one essential
amino acid, I/L, the comparison of an increasing number In both cases, the function of these vacuolar sorting

signals could be most efficiently reduced by the additionof sequence-specific VSSs will probably allow the identi-
fication of more consensus positions. While many random of one or several Gly residues or of an N-glycosylation

site to the end of the propeptide. This means that thesequences could replace a signal sequence or a mitochon-
drial transit peptide, it was still possible to derive con- ctVSS must be accessible from the end, similar to the ER

retention signals -HDEL or -KDEL or the peroxisomalsensus rules to identify natural signal or transit peptides
(Baker and Schatz, 1987; Kaiser et al., 1987; von Heijne, targeting signal -SKL, which can also be blocked by the

addition of amino acids.1990). There is also obviously no need for sequence-
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Sequence comparison of natural sequences may be
more informative than analysis of mutants. As mentioned
above, mutation analysis is a less sensitive method to
identify consensus motifs than comparison of natural
sequences. Therefore sequences of C-terminal propeptides
were collected from the protein families for which at least
one member had been shown to have a C-terminal VSS
(Fig. 2). Comparison indicates a preference for Met at
the last position, along with Leu, Ile and Val. Amino
acids with a long aliphatic side-chain may also carry a
terminal charge, as in Glu or Lys. The next two amino
acids are most often hydrophilic and/or negatively
charged. There is a slight preference for hydrophobic
side-chains at the next more distal positions. There may
also be species differences as suggested by the divergence
of both chitinase and glucanase propeptides in bean, both
due to a frame shift. Cereals also may have different
preferences.

From these comparisons, the hypothetical receptor is
expected to bind the propeptide at its terminal carboxyl
group by interactions involving the backbone of the
peptide. To encompass the C-terminal amino acid there
must be a hydrophobic patch requiring at least a methyl
group, but preferably two or three methylene groups,
while the end group of the side-chain may not bind at
all. Such binding pockets have been described in animal
proteins (Saras and Heldin, 1996).

C-terminal extensions or truncations can arise easily
by frameshift or point mutations without affecting the
proper folding and the activity of proteins. Thanks to the
low sequence specificity, secreted and vacuolar proteins
can easily be reoriented to the other compartment.
Vacuolar proteins using this sorting system are not digest-
ive enzymes (at least not proteases) and are easily tolerated
in the extracellular space, where related isoforms are often
already present (e.g. chitinases, glucanases and other
pathogenesis-related proteins).

The ER retention signal H/KDEL resembles a ctVSS
and could also be able to mediate vacuolar sorting.
Indeed, when overexpressed, a portion of sporamin with
an HDEL extension escaped from the ER and was

Fig. 2. Sequence comparison of C-terminal propeptides of severalrecovered in the vacuole (Gomord et al., 1997). This may protein families. Glycosylation sites are indicated in italics, negative
enable the plant cell to recycle escaped ER proteins but charges near the C-terminus are indicated in bold. Processing sites of

some propeptides identified by terminal sequencing of the matureit may also be a mechanism controlling the transport of
proteins are indicated by |, for other propeptides they were placed bycertain proteins to a non-lytic vacuole. An example could comparison with secreted members of the same protein family and are

be the cysteine endoproteinase from mung bean, which is suggested by the spacing.
related to aleurain but harbours a terminal -KDEL and
degrades seed globulins after germination (Okamoto
et al., 1994). In the same protease families, there are also four amino acids long propeptide) constitute the vacuolar

targeting signal (Saalbach et al., 1991) and bind to aproteases with an additional Cys-rich C-terminal domain
which ends with what could well be a ctVSS, e.g. -LIDNM BP-80 ( Kirsch et al., 1996). It is possible that the propep-

tide of the tobacco osmotin AP-24 uses both mechanisms,in oryzain b.
Some C-terminal propeptides may combine both sort- as it contains a sequence FPLEM that fits to the minimum

sequence requirement defined with sporamin (see above).ing signals described so far. In the case of the Brazil nut
2S albumin, the C-terminal 9 amino acids (including the As an artificial C-terminal propeptide, the N-terminal
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propeptide of prosporamin functioned as a vacuolar Two or three sorting mechanisms, two or three
target vacuoles?sorting signal, but targeting was still wortmannin-

insensitive ( Koide et al., 1997). Replacement of the The sorting system for sequence-specific VSSs has been
conserved Ile by Gly in this displaced propeptide did not compared with and is clearly distinct from the other two
cause secretion as it did in the original position, but sorting systems, but the latter two have not been clearly
rendered the vacuolar sorting wortmannin-sensitive as for compared yet. It is known that ssVSS-carrying proteins
a bona fide ctVSS. are exported from the Golgi apparatus to lytic vacuoles

The failure so far to identify a sorting receptor for by clathrin-coated vesicles while psVSS-containing pro-
ctVSSs could be a consequence of their low sequence teins are exported to protein bodies by apparently coat-
specificity. It could, however, also be due to a receptor- less dense vesicles (Robinson et al., 1998). It is also
free sorting mediated by aggregation, as discussed below known that proteins with a ctVSS are sorted to a vacuole
for the third type of VSS. distinct from the lytic vacuole (Paris et al., 1996) by a

wortmannin-sensitive mechanism (Matsuoka et al., 1995).
This could even be seen in live cells by the use of a Green
Fluorescent Protein (GFP) fused to the C-terminal VSSPhysical structure vacuolar sorting signals
of tobacco chitinase. This GFP accumulated in the large(psVSS)
central vacuole of chloroplast-rich mesophyll protoplasts,

Some storage proteins are thought to have a sorting but mostly in a small vacuole in chloroplast-poor proto-
signal within the mature polypeptide chain. This may be plasts, while the large vacuole remained intact. Staining
due to lack of information on processing, but several seed with the acid-trapped dye Neutral Red indicated that the
proteins are sorted by a different mechanism. Seed pro- fluorescent vacuoles had a neutral pH while the non-
teins of the vicilin and legumin families accumulate in fluorescent vacuoles were acidic. One vacuole type was
dense vesicles that bud off from the trans-Golgi without large and the other small, depending on the cell type (Di
the participation of clathrin coats and accumulate in Sansebastiano et al., 1998). On the other hand, there is
protein storage vacuoles (Robinson et al., 1998). little information about the vesicles transporting proteins
Aggregation has been proposed as a non-receptor- with a ctVSS and little idea of the effect of wortmannin
mediated sorting mechanism (Vitale and Chrispeels, 1992) on the transport of aggregated proteins by dense vesicles.
and is known to occur in a pH-dependent manner in It is thus unclear whether there are two or three distinct
animal cells. If aggregation occurs rapidly after synthesis, transport pathways to two or three distinct vacuole types.
protein bodies can form from the ER as is the case for This is further complicated by the possibilities of conver-
cereal prolamins (Levanony et al., 1992). In legumes, gence of pathways to a single vacuole and of fusion of
oligomerization is an important determinant of transport different vacuole types that may explain the finding of
competence (Vitale et al., 1995) and affects the accessibil- sporamin and barley lectin in aggregates in the same
ity of hydrophobic patches on the surface of the protein. central vacuole (Schroeder et al., 1993).
Pea prolegumin is more hydrophobic in the ER and Golgi One protein may well be transported to two different
than is legumin in the protein bodies (Hinz et al., 1997). vacuoles, such as the barley aspartic proteinase that is
Processing in the Golgi may further uncover aggregation found both in protein storage vacuoles and in lytic
determinants. With such a mechanism, it is difficult to vacuoles (Paris et al., 1996). Its precursor contains both
locate the sorting signals precisely. an NPIR-containing propeptide and an internal insertion

One such internal signal was tentatively located in a of a saposin-like insert that was found to be involved in
surface loop of bean phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) by the vacuolar targeting (Törmäkangas, 1997). The sporamin
use of fusions of truncated PHA to invertase (von with a C-terminally transplanted propeptide also indicates
Schaewen and Chrispeels, 1993). This internal loop could this possibility ( Koide et al., 1997). It would be interesting
contain a ssVSS (GFLGL could fit). However, truncation to know whether it is transported to two different vacuoles
may also have exposed the surface sequences that cause or whether the VSR-dependent sorting is dominant. There
aggregation without necessarily playing any role in the is also the more general question of the spatial and
sorting of the intact protein precursor. The role of the temporal order of action of these sorting systems within
C-terminal propeptide of PHA has also not yet been the Golgi. A sorting system acting earlier (in a more cis
addressed (Young et al., 1995), as it could function either compartment) would prevent sorting by a later-acting
as a ctVSS or by modulating the exposition of an internal system.
aggregation determinant. It is not excluded that BP-80
proteins could also play a role in transporting malfolded

Processing of targeting propeptidesproteins to the lytic vacuole if they escaped the quality
control in the ER, as does the CPY receptor Vps10p for Many vacuolar proteins are processed after their sorting.

In many cases the processing would occur after arrival inmalfolded proteins in yeast (Hong et al., 1996).
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the vacuole. Vacuolar endoproteases involved in pro- Golgi of a chimaeric VSR protein (Jiang and Rogers,
1998). Differential sensitivity to inhibitors like monensincessing have been identified in several plants (Hara-

Nishimura et al., 1991). One of these enzymes preferen- or brefeldin A also hinted at different sorting pathways
for soluble and membrane proteins (Gomez andtially cuts Asn-Gly bonds (Scott et al., 1992), a bond

frequently found in precursors of seed storage proteins, Chrispeels, 1993). The transport of TIP may thus involve
a completely different pathway than for soluble proteins,but also in tobacco chitinase and AP-24 (Fig. 2). This

site-specific processing may be followed by carboxypeptid- a pathway avoiding altogether the Golgi apparatus. The
extreme abundance of TIPs in tonoplasts suggests in factase trimming, which may lead to ragged ends (Nagahora

et al., 1992). It was found that mutations of the Asn-Gly a structural role, with each TIP subtype defining a differ-
ent vacuolar compartment (discussed in Neuhaus andsite did not affect processing of the chitinase, which could

be processed exclusively by a carboxypeptidase (Freydl, Rogers, 1998).
1995).

In contrast to the processing of seed storage proteins,
Conclusiontobacco chitinase and AP-24, the processing of NTPPs

during the transport are more complex in both sporamin Protein transport and sorting in plant cells remains a field
and aleurain, as intermediate forms were found during with many open questions. The fundamental mechanisms
the maturation of these proteins (Holwerda et al., 1992; can be expected to be similar to other eukaryotes, as
Nakamura et al., 1993). The presence of these inter- evidenced by the identification of homologues to proteins
mediate precursors raises the question, whether all proteo- involved in protein trafficking in the Expressed Sequence
lytic cleavages occur in the vacuole. One possibility is Tag (EST) programs. However, sorting to the plant
that the processing of the most N-terminal part of the vacuole has specific features that need further clarifica-
propeptide, usually containing the ssVSS, occurs just after tion. The existence of several different vacuolar compart-
the transport from the Golgi apparatus to the newly ments, several different vacuolar sorting signals and the
identified intermediate compartment between the Golgi different sorting pathways postulated for tonoplast pro-
apparatus and vacuole, the ‘prevacuole’ (Paris et al., teins all indicate that with plants there is much more to
1997) or ‘Pep12 compartment’ (da Silva Conceição et al., do than confirming and extending models developed for
1997). Further processing, such as the activation of other systems. One family of sorting receptors has been
the protease aleurain by the removal of the bulk of the identified, but it may only sort a fraction of the vacuolar
N-terminal propeptide, a protease inhibitor domain, could proteins. One or more additional receptors still await
occur after arrival to the vacuole from this intermediate identification. We are therefore looking forward to excit-
compartment. ing new results that will clarify the biogenesis of the

vacuoles and the function of these important organelles.
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KUNITZ-TYPE PROTEINASE INHIBITORS

Sporamin ...RFNPIRLPTTHEPA|...
Potato ...SQNLIDNLPS|ESPV..................VNENPLDVLFQEV-cooh
Potato ...SQNLIDLPS|ESPL..................VNENPLDVLFQEV-cooh
Potato ...SQNPINL|PSDATP..................VKDNPLDVSFKQVQ-cooh
Potato ...SQNPINL|PSDATP..................VKDNPLDVSFKQVQ-cooh
Potato ...SENPIVLPTTCHDDDN|LVLPEVYDADGNPLRIGER...

PAPAIN-LIKE CYSTEINE PROTEASES
Aleurain ...SSSSFADSNPIRPVTDRAAST...
Oryzain c ...ASSGFdDSNPIRSVTDHAASA...
Petunia ...RTANFADENPIRQVVSDSFHE...
Tomato ...GPATFADKNPIRQVVFDLPDE...
Arabidopsis ...SDVNDGDDLVIRQVVGGAEPQ...
Pea ...TDDTNNDDFIIRQVVDNEEDH...

2S ALBUMINS
Pumpkin ...GIEN|PWRREG...KARNLPSMCGIRP-QRCDF*
Pumpkin ...RATNLPSVCRLSQ-RRCELRSSRW*
Castor bean ...RSDN|QERSLR...TAANLPSMCGVSP-TECRF*
Rapeseed ...DMEN|PQGPQQ...TATHLPKVCNIPQVSVCPFQKTMPGPS|Y*
Arabidopsis ...DMEN|PQGQQQ...TAKHLPNVCDIPQVDVCPFNIPSFPS|FY*
Brazil nut ...YQTM|PRRGME...LAENIPSRCNLSP-MRCPMGGS |IAGF*

CEREAL LECTINS
Rice CYKGGDGMAAILANNQSVSFEGIIESVAELV
Barley CDG|VFAEAIAANSTLVAE
Wheat CDG|VFAEAITANSTLLQE
Wheat CDA|VFAGAITANSTLLAE
Wheat CDG|VFAEAIATNSTLLAE

CHITINASES
Maize FNN NSASLAGTAAHAEA
Maize STA HPCWNRCSAEA
Pea FGS SLPLSSILLDTVAAA
Alfalfa FGS SLSLSSLFLNSIDT
Bean FGN SLLLSDLVTSQ
Vigna FGN SLLNLHPIV
Avocado FGV STNPLAASS
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Arabidopsis FVN GLLEAAI
Cotton FGN GVSVDSM
Ulmus FGN GLLLDTM
Tomato FGN GLLVDIM
Potato FGN ALLVDTL
Potato FGN GLLVDTV
Tobacco FGN|GLLVDTM
Grapevine FGS GLLLDTI
Poplar FGY GLSGLKDTM
Poplar FEDN GLLKMVGTM

GLUCANASES
Bean FG AQRMQRLLLMSSMQHIPLRVTCKLEPSSQSLL
Pea FG GERRDGEIVEGDFNGTVSLKSDM
Alfalfa FG G-ERMGIVNGDFNATI-SLKSDM
N.plumbaginifolia FG VSG-SVETNATA-SLISEI
N.glutinosa FG VSGRV-DSSVETNATA-SLISEM
Tobacco FG|VSGGVWDSSVETNATA-SLVSEM
Tomato FG VSERVWDI-TNSTASSLTSEI
Potato FG VSERVWDISAETNSTTSSLISEM
Hevea FG A-EKNWDISTEHNATILFLKSDM

OSMOTINS
Thaumatococcus CP TALELEDE
Tobacco CPN GQAHP-NFPLEMP-GSDEVAK
Tobacco CPY GSAHNETTNFPLEMPTSSTHEVAK
S.commersonnii CPY GSTHNETTNFPLEMP-TSTLEVA
Tomato CPN GVADP-NFPLEMP-ASTDEVAK
Arabidopsis CPR SRLGATGSHQLPIKMVTEEN

PR-4
Tobacco CGDN MNVLVSPVDKE
Potato CGDN VNVPLLSVVDKE
Tomato CGDN VNVPLLSVVDRE
Hevea CGDS FNPLFSVMKSSVINE
Soybean CGNE LDLTKPLLSILDAP
Arabidopsis CGNE LIGQPDSRNMLVSAIDRV

PR-1
Tobacco RPFG DLEEQPFDSKLELPTDV
Tomato NVYG DLEEQKPDFDSKLELPN


